Optical Switching Middleware for the OptIPuter

Summary
The OptIPuter is a radical distributed visualization, teleimmersion, data mining and computing architecture. Observing that the exponential growth rates in bandwidth and storage are now much higher than Moore’s Law, this major new project of several universities – currently six in the US and one in Amsterdam – exploits a new world of computing in which the central architectural element is optical networking. This transition is caused by the use of parallelism, as in supercomputing a decade ago. However, this time the parallelism is in multiple wavelengths of light, or lambdas, on single optical fibers, creating a LambdaGrid. Providing applications-centric middleware to control the LambdaGrid on a regional and global scale is a key goal of the OptIPuter and StarLight Optical Switching projects.
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1. Introduction
Consider the problem of deploying a 6000x3000-pixel display connected in real time to massive computing and storage resources over a 100 Gigabit-per-second (Gbps) network. Computing and storage vendors have long embraced parallelism as the way to gain speed and capability from commodity parts, so it is natural, given the current lack of single-screen 6000x3000 displays and 100Gbps network interfaces, to turn to parallelism for the visualization and networking as well.

The OptIPuter’s integration of parallelized visualization, storage, computing and networking is a massive multi-year task involving scores of researchers, students and staff. OptIPuter experiments are underway in San Diego using routed campus and metro-area testbeds and in Chicago using switched metro and international networks.

The OptIPuter can be thought of as an array of PC processors connected to an array of PC graphics cards and disks via a system bus that happens to be a multi-channel high-speed optical network. It is a virtual parallel computer in which the individual processors are widely distributed clusters; the backplane is delivered over multiple dedicated 1-10 Gbps optical wavelengths or lightpaths (called lambdas); and, the mass storage systems are large distributed data repositories, fed by scientific instruments as peripheral devices, operated in near real-time. Collaboration tools are provided on super-high-definition, tiled, mono- or stereo-screens directly connected to the OptIPuter. All of this interconnectivity needs to be scheduled to maximize throughput, a feature common to supercomputers, scientific instruments and collaboration systems, but not bandwidth. The OptIPuter will provide sufficient bandwidth and middleware between its elements such that networking can be scheduled and relieved of its historical characterization as the chief non-deterministic element in distance computing. Latency still has to be managed, but in a metropolitan-scale OptIPuter, speed-of-light latency is less than disk seek time, and even long-distance networking should be quite predictable in a fully optically-switched LambdaGrid.

The opportunity to build and experiment with the OptIPuter arose because of major technology changes that occurred over the last five years. In the early 90s, Moore’s Law growth curves for CPU processing dominated the growth of storage and bandwidth. Instruction rates were the important metric, while storage and bandwidth were the tail of the computing dog. Computing carefully conserved scarce bandwidth and storage, since they were slow peripherals to the computer. Now, in contrast, the growth rate of optical bandwidth and storage capacity is much higher than Moore’s Law. The fact that bandwidth and storage exponentials are crossing Moore’s Law turns the old computing paradigm on its head: that which was scarce is now abundant and vice versa. The OptIPuter strategy will reach its first milestone when the cost of adding wavelengths on fiber between processors is less than procuring the processors, storage and/or visualization devices. (The cost of the fiber itself is not included, as we consider it the same as providing other physical facilities, such as the buildings in which the computers are housed. However, the cost of equipment to light up the fiber is part of the equation.) In the metro scale, this milestone is near.

The OptIPuter capitalizes on the rapid advances in network bandwidth made available by Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM). In the OptIPuter model,
endpoints and lambdas are dynamically configured in response to the needs of an application. Best-effort communications over the Internet today are typically multiplexed over telecommunications circuits that demand time-consuming manual provisioning and are therefore static in nature. Capturing the promise of dynamically configured lambdas, connected quickly at an application’s request, requires advances in infrastructure, middleware, network control and signaling protocols. This paper covers initial work in Chicago in support of dynamically configured lambdas for the OptIPuter.

2. Intelligent Optical Networking

2.1 The Global LambdaGrid

High-performance data communications differs from traditional data communications in that e-scientists often want to do enormous (terabyte) data transfers during scheduled timeframes, rather than send small bursty traffic on a “best effort” basis. The International Center for Advanced Internet Research (iCAIR) at Northwestern University [1], the Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL) at the University of Illinois at Chicago [2], and their corporate research partners are developing intelligent optical networking technology to remove barriers to optimized high-performance data communication, using StarLight, a next-generation global optical networking exchange facility in Chicago [3]. The development of this Global LambdaGrid will provide new capabilities for many advanced applications [4,5], some of which were demonstrated at the iGrid 2002 conference in Amsterdam [6]. The OptIPuter [7] is an early test of the Global LambdaGrid, for which the boundaries between applications, computers and networks dissolve.

The Global LambdaGrid will require novel methods for application-level dynamic control of resource discovery, allocation and adjustment to allow more flexibility in service provisioning, infrastructure deployment and service resource management, oriented toward dynamic multi-wavelength lightpath provisioning and supported by more flexible DWDM-based networking technology than implemented in today’s static point-to-point optical networks [8,9]. These methods will allow applications to be more optical-network aware; that is, they will have a capability for directly discovering and signaling use of the networking resources they require, including signaling for the provisioning of lightpaths.

2.2 Survey of Emerging Architectures

This research is being conducted within the context of multiple emerging architectures being developed within standards bodies, including the ITU [10,11,12]. The communications industry has been moving toward architectural models that have fewer hierarchical layers and increased network transparency, such as providing for IP over DWDM, including IP control of optical transport networks [13]. There are four primary models (with many hybrids and variations): overlay, signaled overlay, peering, and integrated. For the overlay model, IP is supported ATM-style, with separate control and management planes for each layer.

The signaled overlay model is the focus of much current industry effort; for example, IETF’s Link Management Protocol [14], and the control plane efforts of the Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [15,16,17,18,19] emerging standard. The GMPLS architecture identifies mechanisms for resource discovery, link provisioning, label switched path creation, deletion, and property definition, traffic engineering, circuit routing, channel signaling, and path protection and recovery.

GMPLS provides extensions of the MPLS concept, which uses an IP-based control plane. MPLS adds label headers to IP packets in order to facilitate forwarding via signaled label paths rather than simply via the destination IP address. GMPLS-specific extensions were introduced in order to extend the MPLS concept to forwarding planes that are not capable of recognizing packet boundaries, such as traditional devices based on time-division multiplexing (e.g., SONET ADMs) and newer devices, based on wavelengths and spatial switches [20]. GMPLS allows dynamic path creation across these types of circuit-oriented technologies based on information gathered about resources such as timeslots, wavelengths or ports. Path determination and optimization are based on Labeled Switched Path (LSP) creation, which gathers information to establish a lightpath and to determine its characteristics, including descriptive information (address identifiers, reachability, etc.) [21]. This type of IP control plane provides extremely high-performance capabilities for a variety of functions, such as optical node identification, service level descriptions (e.g., request characterizations), managing link state data, allocating and re-allocating resources, establishing and revising optimal lightpath routes, and determining responses to fault conditions [22, 23,24,25]. Traffic engineering extensions allow for specific CR-LDP formats and mechanisms and for RSVP-TE signaling [26,27]. Path protection is a key requirement, and requires continual monitoring of state information [28].
2.3 LambdaGrid Signaling Requirements

Although the research described herein is proceeding within the context of these standards initiatives, it departs from traditional approaches in several ways. First, it is oriented toward emerging infrastructures that envision global services based on a data communications infrastructure that is primarily dependent on layer 1 and 2 transport as opposed to routed paths. Second, it envisions a much closer integration of all infrastructure components. Also, it anticipates capabilities for applications directly signaling their own resources. OptIPuter projects are focused on specialized signaling methods to allow very-large-scale distributed applications to directly manipulate a wide range of optical networking functions. Such signaling will enable applications to provision and control their own dynamically provisioned lightpaths, which could be implemented as Global Dynamic VPNs (GDVPNs). These new signaling methods could be used to create Optical VPNs (OVPNs), and to extend lightpaths to edge resources through other types of dynamically provisioned layer 2 Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) links, including complete Ethernet vLANS. Some of these techniques were demonstrated at iGrid 2002, like the Photonic Data Services demonstration that set a new high-performance record for transatlantic data transit [29].

2.4 TeraAPI, ODIN, THOR and DEITI

OptIPuter applications must be much more “network aware” than most current applications, especially about changing network and edge resource dynamics. The Simple Lightpath Control Protocol (SLCP) specification [30] is a preliminary application protocol for making requests of low-level network service layers, which led to TeraAPI, a User Network Interface (UNI) that is a complete API interface between the application and low-level optical networking resources, through the following service intermediaries, currently in development:

- Optical Dynamic Intelligent Network (ODIN) [31], which provides a single point of control for a defined set of network service requests within a single administrative domain.
- TeraScale High Performance Optical Resource-Regulator (THOR), which manages the optical network control plane and resource provisioning, including dynamic provisioning, deletion, and attribute setting of lightpaths
- Dynamic Ethernet Intelligent Transit Interface (DEITI), which can extend lightpaths to other layer 2 links, currently GigE links (e.g., to allow applications to access edge resources, such as compute clusters and data storage repositories).

TeraAPI accesses the ODIN service layer, middleware between high-performance distributed applications and lower-level network service layers. Collectively, these service layers allow for dynamic, integrated coordination among the applications that may reside on a client network with various processes and resources at the optical network layer. This approach requires a policy engine; a candidate implementation is being developed at the University of Amsterdam based on the basic principles of the IETF Generic Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) architecture [32,33].

ODIN’s single point of control is incorporated within a process that resides on a control server. The process has a complete understanding of the topology and current resource allocations within the administrative domain. ODIN accepts requests for resource allocations from applications over the network, listening on a TCP socket for requests from applications, and responding over a connected session linked to the applications. When resources are allocated to fulfill those requests, the process tells the requisite network switches to configure themselves to meet the application’s requirements. These switches can be optical-domain switches, Ethernet switches and/or IP routers. In summary, ODIN can:

- Accept requests from clients for resources (the client requests a resource, implying a request for a path to the resource, although the specific path need not be known to the client)
- Determine an available path, possibly an optimal path if there are multiple available paths
- Create the mechanisms required to route the data traffic over the defined optimal path (virtual network)
- Notify the client and target resources to configure themselves for the configured virtual network (ODIN returns a new IP and subnet mask in response to a resource request)

Provisioning is accomplished directly by applications through THOR, an optical route allocation and management system. THOR is an interface between the ODIN service layer and a signaled overlay control plane that does the primary work of the dynamic lambda provisioning. THOR is a process that establishes and deletes lightpaths based on an understanding of application requirements, physical optical network topology, potential capabilities for resource allocations within that topology, and performance optimization. THOR components include mechanisms for receiving and
fulfilling requests, such as allocating and managing network resources (e.g., routes), and for monitoring state information such as route configuration data. After receiving application request(s) through ODIN, THOR determines the state of the lambda-based lightpaths in the optical network, determines the most optimal lightpath(s) for a particular request, creates a lightpath (e.g., an OVPN), by configuring the photonic node switches, notifies the client and the target resource to configure themselves (e.g., for use of the OVPN), and finally reallocates optical resources when they are no longer being used. THOR has an understanding of the network configuration to such a degree that it can allocate lambda-switched lightpaths representing resources at the level of multiple Gbps, but also provide for lambda resource sharing (i.e., multiple paths on a single lambda). THOR currently controls the DWDM layer by direct calls to a UNI API that Nortel Research Labs developed for OMNInet, the testbed being used for this research.

2.5 OMNInet

Much of the research described herein is being conducted on OMNInet [34], the Optical Metropolitan Network Initiative, currently deployed in Chicago and Evanston, Illinois. The OMNInet testbed was established, in part, to create a reference model for next-generation optical metro networks. It is a joint effort of SBC, Nortel Networks, iCAIR, EVL, the Math and Computer Science Division at Argonne National Laboratory, and the Canadian Network for the Advancement of Research, Industry, and Education (CANARIE). SONET-based networks are optimized for traditional communication services, not data communications; but, because OMNInet was designed to optimize for metro-area data services, it contains no SONET components. OMNInet is optimized for highly asymmetric, high-performance data communication services. In part, this initiative addresses issues such as optimization for network resources and high-performance scalability protocols as traffic flows transition from multiple Gbps, to 10s of Gbps, to 40 Gbps and above.

The research described in this section focuses on intra-domain networks. However, ODIN can be extended to inter-domain connectivity. In anticipation of such provisioning, OMNInet has been linked to StarLight and, via a transatlantic high-performance link provided by SURFnet [35], to NetherLight in Amsterdam [36]. Photonic-enabled applications are possible not only in metro-area networks such as OMNInet, but can also be extended to global networks – and the Global LambdaGrid [37,38].

3. Intra-domain and Inter-domain Dynamic Lightpath Provisioning

3.1 Optimizing Lambda Utilization

User domains typically aggregate traffic at the edge of an optical core network. The edge devices support lightpaths that are either statically provisioned or dynamically signaled across the core optical network. Statically-provisioned lightpaths are appropriate and economical for large-scale traffic aggregation, as such lightpaths need to be persistently maintained to service any active traffic. Dynamically-signaled lightpaths incur much control plane complexity and signaling overhead.

The scale of aggregation decreases as application traffic bandwidth demand increases. In the extreme case, user domains and edge devices are reduced to individual multi-gigabit applications (e.g., bandwidth-intensive science
applications), which require the carrying capacity of individual lightpaths. To optimize lambda utilization within the optical core network, it seems more opportune to empower multi-gigabit user applications with dynamic lightpath signaling.

Defined by the ITU-T, the Automatically Switched Optical Networks (ASON) [39] (Figure 1) is a control plane reference architecture for enabling user domains to execute dynamic provisioning of lightpaths or optical-switched connections over the optical core network. As a reference architecture, ASON does not specify signaling and routing protocols, it only defines the components in an optical control plane and the interactions among them.

The ODIN control plane extends the ASON reference architecture by collapsing user domains and edge devices into individual user applications, which are enabled to execute dynamic provisioning of lightpaths. ODIN employs OIF Optical UNI (O-UNI) [40] between edge devices and optical switches, and IETF GMPLS [41] protocols for the control plane supported by an out-of-band signaling network.

3.2 Photonic Inter-domain Negotiator (PIN)

There is increasing interest to investigate dynamic provisioning of inter-domain lightpaths for optical networks. The Optical Border Gateway Protocol (OBGP) [42] has been proposed to enable edge devices of user domains to execute dynamic provisioning of lightpaths over multi-domains with homogeneous local control planes. OBGP extends BGP routing with lightpath connection signaling to support lightpath route selection, setup and management. In a multi-domain environment, security management is critical and optical networks may employ different control plane and signaling protocols. For this reason, the PIN architecture is proposed to enable individual applications to execute secure dynamic provisioning of lightpaths over multi-domains with heterogeneous local control planes. PIN will also enable the dynamic scheduling of lightpaths for future deployment through a grid scheduling scheme based on an adaptation of the Globus Architecture for Reservation and Allocation (GARA) [43] for optical networks.

PIN specifies distributed domain agents to realize inter-domain routing and signaling schemes over heterogeneous optical network domains. The PIN inter-domain routing scheme consists of two routing protocols:

- Domain-level source routing to complement application-centric signaling
- BGP routing to adapt to lightpath topology changes

The PIN inter-domain signaling scheme is realized by signaling dispatchers and translators of the distributed PIN agents located in heterogeneous domains. The signaling dispatcher decides whether incoming signaling messages are terminated locally or forwarded to remote domains. For local termination, the signaling translator maps PIN inter-domain signaling messages into corresponding messages understood by local domains and passes them to the local control planes. For example, the OMNInet PIN agent will pass translated GMPLS signaling messages to ODIN.

PIN supports policy based secure inter-domain routing and signaling controls via the IETF AAA architecture [44].

3.3 Resource Sharing Optical Networks

Optical network traffic engineering functions have several basic components. First, topology information distribution is needed to advertise up-to-date information about optical links to all optical switches. Second, lightpath selection uses the topology information to compute reachability information between optical switches, and selects a route to establish an end-to-end lightpath that optimizes the use of resources. Third, lightpath connection signaling is needed to setup and release lightpaths.

Resource-sharing optical networks are differentiated according to the extent of participation of user domains in traffic engineering functions of the control plane. In general, user domains act as associated partners in traffic engineering functions. Examples of resource sharing optical networks include the TeraGrid [45] and OptIPuter, each with cluster-based user domains.

The TeraGrid is an IP-over-optical multiple network layer model with computer clusters linked by a DWDM-based optical network core. The OptIPuter is a single optical network layer model with computer clusters interconnected primarily by direct lambda links, and dedicated lightpaths through an optical-switching core or fiber-switching core with a patch panel. The OptIPuter is distinguished by a simplified, unlayered optical core network, and is based on the resource model with computing resources being the limiting factors as optical bandwidth resources become abundant and readily available.

For an aggressive, resource-trading optical network, the user domains must act as full partner in traffic engineering functions. A prominent example is CANARIE’s CA*net4 network [46], which supports very fine granularity of shared optical resources; for example, user domains can share individual ports of optical switches.
4. Quanta: Adaptive Data Transport Middleware for the OptIPuter

The OptIPuter assumes it has dedicated lightpaths with multiple gigabits of bandwidth available to its applications. Full use of this bandwidth is the goal of Quanta, in concert with enabling coordinated sharing of computing resources. Reservation of optical bandwidth resources is accomplished through the PIN architecture (described in Section 3) with secure access enabled by the AAA architecture. Reservation of computing resources is accomplished through the Globus Toolkit with secure access enabled by the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI).

The proposed architecture for Quanta (Figure 2) consists of four main components. First, a set of Application-Centered Data Sharing services provides the communications abstractions (such as remote procedure call, remote file I/O, etc.) and communications protocols by which data is transmitted over the networks. Each of these communications mechanisms is instrumented to record throughput, latency, burstiness and jitter. The gathered performance data is maintained by the next major component of Quanta, the Resource Monitor, responsible for gathering information about resources that affect communications performance, such as: available system bus bandwidth, available bandwidth on the network and CPU utilization. The Physical Network Resource Monitor keeps track of the status of the underlying networks to which an application may have access. The knowledge it develops depends on the infrastructure available for providing feedback about the network. For example, in our OptIPuter project, the PINs may regularly publicize how many wavelengths are available for use over a given fiber of the photonic network. Over a traditional electronically routed network, the available bandwidth might be determined by regular sampling of active measurement devices attached to each router.

![Fig. 2. Quanta Proposed Architecture](image)

The Ubiquitous Deterministic Provisioner is the third component. Its role is to provide a uniform interface to allow applications to take advantage of any quality-of-service capabilities that might be available to it, such as Differentiated Services, or provisionable lightpaths. The fourth component, the Adaptive Network Decision Manager, examines the previous three components to make the best resource decisions on the application’s behalf. The application specifies its communications requirements at a high level using the Application-Centered Data Sharing Specification API and User-Interfaces. Then the Adaptive Network Decision Manager translates these requirements into the set of physical network services and data sharing services needed to meet or exceed the application’s requirements. During the execution of the application, the adaptive manager constantly monitors the performance of the application to make any necessary adjustments to attempt to optimize performance. This information also forms the basis of a service that the application user and developer can query if the application fails to perform well.

The data sharing services consist of a suite of C++ classes that simplify socket-level programming of TCP, UDP and multicast communications. Details are found in the Quanta API manual [47]. All the data transport classes have performance monitoring built into them so that an application can determine how much bandwidth it is using and how much latency it is experiencing. Quanta is a cross-platform toolkit; it provides a data packing API that allows applications to ensure that their transmissions are correctly translated into the format of the target computer system. It provides a set of threading and mutual exclusion classes and a number of data sharing abstractions, described next.

Data reflection is a unicast method for emulating multicast, and is one of the most heavily-used capabilities to support data sharing in collaborative applications. Clients send information to a central server rather than a single multicast address and the reflector repeats/reflects that same information to all other subscribing clients. The UDP reflector provides both unicast reflection and multicast bridging. This enables groups of clients to operate multicast within separated domains and to share information across them using a bridge rather than having to set up a multicast tunnel, which often requires system administrator privileges. The TCP reflector is similar to the UDP reflector in that it places boundaries on TCP messages (making them discrete) instead of broadcasting them as a continuous stream.

Quanta provides persistent distributed shared memory emulation via a client/server database with automatic data reflection. Hence, any updates to the database are propagated to all subscribers of the database. Clients are
notified either via a traditional callback function or via a subject/observer mechanism [49], essentially an object-oriented replacement for callbacks. The subject maintains a list of its observers for specific events and each observer is triggered whenever the specific event occurs.

Remote File I/O classes have the capability of uploading and downloading files from a remote server. The provision of both 32-bit and 64-bit versions as well as parallel socket versions allows for the efficient delivery of all file sizes, including those larger than 2 Gigabytes. The 64-bit version effectively allows delivery of terabyte-size files.

For long-distance, international networks, latencies are high (on the order of hundreds of milliseconds). In advanced collaborative applications, state updates in a shared environment should occur with a minimum amount of latency and a high degree of reliability. Data must therefore be transmitted reliably over long distances without the acknowledgement typically used in protocols such as TCP. We have applied Forward Error Correction (FEC) to achieve this [50]. FEC collects between 1 and N (typically 2 or 3) data packets and performs a bit-wise operation on the packets (such as XOR), to produce a “redundant” packet. This packet is delivered along with the regular UDP traffic as a separate UDP stream. If any data packets are lost, FEC packets can be used to reconstruct the missing packet. By using such a scheme, latency and jitter can be reduced for reliable transmission over long-distance networks.

When operating over dedicated networks, the probability of packet loss is low. To take advantage of this opportunity, one can use UDP augmented with acknowledgements. The Reliable Blast UDP (RBUDP) scheme works by “blasting” the contents of a data file at just below the available bandwidth without asking the remote site to acknowledge any of the packets [51]. Hence, all the available bandwidth is used for pure data transmission. At the remote site, a tally is kept of all the packets that have arrived and, after some timeout period, a list of missing packets is sent back to the sending client. The sender reacts by resending all the missing packets and again waiting for another negative acknowledgement, and so on until done.

Figure 3 shows how well RBUDP performs on a single RBUDP stream transmitted between a pair of computers with GigE network interface cards, over a dedicated 2.5 Gbps link from Chicago to Amsterdam. The dashed horizontal line shows the maximum UDP throughput the network card is able to achieve. The diagonal line shows that RBUDP is able to utilize almost all this bandwidth for useful data transmission.

We have developed a prediction function that allows an application to predict, given the sending rate and round-trip time, the expected throughput of RBUDP [52]. The importance of this prediction function is illustrated in Figure 4. In this example, a graphics application wants to reliably stream a sequence of animations from Chicago to Amsterdam (say, with 140ms round-trip delay) [53].

One of the caveats of RBUDP is that throughput is high only for large payloads (because a single acknowledge takes at least half the round trip time). Several 1024x768 24-bit color animation frames must therefore be packed together to form a large payload. This means that the viewer at the endpoint will experience a certain amount of latency depending on the number of frames that need to be packed. High degrees of latency may be tolerable for passive viewing, but if the goal is to stream interactive
graphics, achieving low latency overhead is important. Using our RBUDP prediction model, we can create a graph like the one in Figure 4 that allows the application to ask questions such as: given the desired frame rate, and the desired send rate for RBUDP, how much latency will be incurred to achieve the desired frame rate? Such prediction models, coupled with information about the physical links, are what will allow Quanta’s Adaptive Network Decision Manager to help an application select the best transmission services to meet its performance requirements.

5. Conclusions

The OptIPuter is a complex project that seeks to dramatically advance the capabilities of visualization and teleimmersion through coordinated parallelized networking, storage, computing and visualization technologies. The OptIPuter relies on relatively inexpensive component visualization parts, modest computer clusters, remote data mining and computing capabilities, and extreme bandwidth to allow the user to favor resources other than networking. This is not to say, however, that networking is not the hardest part or that procuring the network bandwidth alone is sufficient or trivial; making the bandwidth work in the context of the OptIPuter involves the scheduling of lambdas on the fly, doable if and only if the middleware commands a suitable amount of networking. Bandwidth is fortunately getting cheaper much faster than disk space, which is getting cheaper much faster than computers, which are, of course, much cheaper than people.

The middleware described here will be next deployed to control Calient [54] and GlimmerGlass Networks [55] 3D MEMS switches over I-WIRE, a State of Illinois-sponsored DWDM network [56]. Further anticipated deployment in the Trans-Light project will connect Canada, Europe and Asia via StarLight [3] to form a Global LambdaGrid for the OptIPuter and many other extreme bandwidth experiments.
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